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ALBANY—New York officials won a court victory in their battle against the 

Indian Point nuclear power plant on Thursday, when a state judge affirmed a lower 

court decision allowing for expanded environmental protections on the Hudson 

River. 



In 2012, the state expanded a protected coastal zone to the stretch of the Hudson 

River immediately adjacent to Indian Point. The so-called “Hudson Highlands” area 

was designated an environmentally sensitive habitat for Atlantic and shortnose 

sturgeon, both endangered species.  

Indian Point, which relies on river water to cool its two reactors, fought the 

designation, but a state supreme court judge denied a request to have the expanded 

designation annulled. Entergy, the company that operates the reactor, subsequently 

appealed. 

In an order on Thursday, Justice Christine Clark affirmed the lower court decision 

and wrote that the state's “designation was rational and supported by the 

record.” The court dismissed Entergy's claims that the zone was arbitrary and 

capricious. 

 

“I am pleased with today’s decision," said Attorney General Eric Schneiderman in a 

statement. “The Hudson river and its ecosystems are among New York’s precious 

natural resources, demanding proper protections in order to ensure their health and 

vitality for generations to come.” 

Entergy spokesman Jerry Nappi said the company was analyzing its “potential 

options.” 

The decision grants New York another bargaining chip in its years-long effort to 

pressure Indian Point to close. Only federal officials have the authority to shutter a 

nuclear plant, but nuclear facilities also need certain state permits to continue 

operating. Gov. Andrew Cuomo has long said he would like to close the plant, and 

New York's top energy officials has said the state is working on “multiple fronts” 

against the relicensing of Indian Point.  



Entergy is currently seeking to relicense the two reactors at Indian Point, a process 

that is expected to last years. The license for one of the reactors expired in 2013 and 

the other expires at the end of this year. 

In December, Entergy won a court victory when the state appellate 

court ruled Indian Point is grandfathered in under the state’s Coastal Management 

Plan, which protects wildlife habitat as well as recreational activities on the river. 

That means the Westchester facility will not require state coastal certification, a 

process New York officials could have potentially used to further delay the plant's 

relicensing application. That decision is now being appealed by the state in the 

Court of Appeals. 
 


